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Abstract — The management of the traffic systems is very challenging now a day. Most of the researchers are providing
scientifically designed solution for this problem but usually fail to provide a best optimum waiting time for vehicles at an
crossing. As long as operational actual-time traffic signal regulator for a enormous and composite rush-hour traffic is an
extremely challenging due to distributed problem. In this paper, we designed a multiple intersection management system with
synchronization between traffic lights, which provides real time monitoring of the current traffic conditions & adjust accordingly
with the help of machine learning algorithms and achieved minimum regular waiting period of the vehicles at the crossings.
Index Terms — A synchronized Combination-Index, Multi-threading, Phase, Sequence and Synchronized, Machine Learning.
1. INTRODUCTION
Approximately, half of the world's people today live in cities
and it is thought that this urban concentration may increase to
72 percent by 2050. One of the primary concerns with this is
traffic congestion. We can take an example of Japan by
predicting the tremendous increase of traffic volume during the
upcoming year 2020 Tokyo Olympics and Paralympics with
these environmental changes in mind. NTT DATA has
developed a system that recognizes and responds to traffic
conditions in real time based on vehicle location and velocity
data. It uses simulation to predict traffic conditions and
determines optimal signal timing in order to relieve congestion
the system uses [1]
GPS information from vehicles along with statistical data from
research such as road and traffic surveys through high-speed
simulation it can rapidly assess a large number of signal
options and automatically select the best possible solution it is
designed to handle traffic at a massive scale of up to 1 million
vehicles an experimental demonstration of this system in Jilin
city China showed up to a twenty seven percent improvement
in bus transit times as a result the city decided to permanently
adopt these traffic light settings based on these promising
experimental results we intend to further enhance simulation
accuracy in order to apply this concept to aircraft and vessel
control [2].

Traffic light control system nowadays people spend too much
time on roadway in the USA. Traffic congestion costs to
American people is 124 billion dollars each year. In Europe, it
goes to the cost of traffic congestion make up 1% of the total
GDP [3]. Therefore, People have been making a lot of effort in
optimizing the traffic in the cities. The most important factor
affecting the traffic is a traffic light, how should we control the
traffic light, fix time control and actuator control are two major
categories of the strategies. Fixed time control release at a
fixed time interval for green and red light while Actuated
control use predefined rules to determine the time to change
the traffic light. However, all these techniques are suffered
from some problems. This paper will show the deficiency of
the current traffic light control policies in simulation [4].
In fig. 1, A 4-way intersection is representing the vehicles on
the road for simplicity. All the traffic are going straight on the
lower right corner, the direction that the green light is current
on the most popular policy is fixed time policy. Here the green
light switches every 15 seconds when there is only traffic on
the vertical direction the traffic light with some time on the
either horizontal direction when traffic starts to come from the
horizontal direction due to the aggregated vertical traffic it
takes some time for the vertical traffic to clear out. When the
traffic becomes even heavier on the horizontal direction the
intersection starts to become congested. Actuated control
policy also suffers with some problems [5-6].
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There is only vertical traffic coming the policy performs well
when there are also vehicles coming horizontal direction the
policy still works fine although start to land up behind the stop
line. The policy completely breaks down after the horizontal
traffic becomes heavier because it never met the vehicles in the
vertical direction pass through in contrast, what will happen if
we let an intelligent agent learn from the traffic well.
There is no traffic on the other direction it will only give green
light to the incoming traffic when vehicles come in the other
direction. The agent will adjust its policies and we can see the
new traffic direction is decreasing during the adjusting
process. The agent can also do ways the heavier horizontal
traffic without letting the vertical traffic wait for long time
following this line.
Rush-hour traffic indicators are planned to cope motor vehicle
engagements at crossings, assigning time between the
conflicting rush-hour traffic which must share the usage of the
juncture. The reason by which the indicator regulator assigns
procedure of the joint can range from simple fixed-time
techniques to smart approaches that discover and reply to
traffic situations in genuine time. At a complex level, however,
rush-hour traffic indicators can part of a bigger regulator
approach [8].
In this paper, multiple intersections are modelled using a
simulator developed in the language Python ver 3.6. The
traffic lights at these intersections are synchronized with each
other. This synchronization is aimed to lower the regular waittime of the vehicles at the crossings. The reduction in the
average waiting time leads to the smoother movement of
traffic [9-10].

jam at the intersection) and random concurrency (cars have
random speed and type).
Traffic simulator consists of two four legged parallel
intersections with parallel all rush-hour traffic lights for
monitoring straightforward and right turn traffic flow, while
the left-hand is free. The sequence of phases at the respective
intersections can be changed as desired. The car speed
selection and car type selection are random [14].
The rush-hour traffic emulator implies stable sequence
dimension and stable phase order to certify that all the
transportations get their opportunity and no path is ignored for
a very extensive time. The simulator conducts the investigation
and shows the data to calculate the total regular waiting time.
The cars moving with average speed are colored green and the
cars moving with random speed are colored red [15].
3. MODELLING THE TRAFFIC CONTROL PROBLEM
The intersection is assumed to be six-phased and the time
sequence ensures for not changing from sequence basis. The
cycle time remains fixed. The issue is to develop a strategy
which minimizes the total normal waiting time of the cars at
the crossings. The cars move with either average speed or
random speed to model real world scenario.
The cars moving in east to west direction are generated from
the right most lane. The car type selection is random and so is
the speed of the cars which do not move at regular speed.
Each intersection models six phases that are shown below:

As shown in fig 1, There are six traffic light
combinations/phases modelled at each intersection in the
simulator. The sequence, consisting of a series of
combinations/phases, at any traffic intersection can be chosen
as desired [11].
Now, in this paper, we propose a synchronizing technique
using machine learning base to traffic light control agent. This
agent can learn from the environment and conduct online
updates [7].
2. MODELLING THE TRAFFIC SIMULATOR
The simulator of traffic is modelled of entirely synchronized
simulator of cars and traffic indicators interaction at the two
crossings [12-13]. The purpose is to take use of the Python 3.6
language, which includes parallel and concurrent
multithreading primitives as part of the language itself and as
part of package for manipulating threads in a portable manner
across platforms. Meanwhile, the simulator would also need to
respect the properties of the real traffic control situation, such
as safety (without car collision), lively-ness (without long-time

Fig. 1 – Six traffic light phases
4. PROPOSED SOLUTION TO THE PROBLEM
Synchronization can be achieved when the cars moving with
average speed start from the right intersection and move
towards the west. When these cars (moving with average
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speed) reach the second intersection they should see a green
light to minimize average waiting time.
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Step 1 – Distance between two intersections fixed to a certain
value

*No. = Number, Asynch. = Asynchronized, avg. = average, Synch. = Synchronized

.

Step 2 – Based on average speed and distance, time required to
reach next intersection is calculated
Step 4 – After the calculation of time, the traffic lights at the
two intersections start in parallel
Step 5 – Signals at the intersection on right side start with
phase I
Step 6 – Phase sequence at the left intersection is delayed
in accordance with the time calculated above
To model real world scenario, the car type (whether moving
with average speed or not) selection is kept random. Also, the
car speed, if it does not move the average speed, is kept
random.

Fig 2: - Results of total Average Waiting Time in respect with combination Index

5. SIMULATION RESULT AND JUSTIFICATION
In this section, we calculate and relate the effects achieved
from the proposed model method above with the a
synchronized rush-hour traffic light system. Both the mimic
systems are tested on the setting of stable green indicator time
of 10sec. The evaluation of factors measured is the total
regular waiting time of the vehicles at the crossings.
The synchronized system is initialized with combination index
value set to 3. This value indicates the phase number with
which the traffic light intersection on the left hand side starts.
Table 1: - Simulated Results of Synchronized and
Synchronized traffic
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Fig 2: -Compared results between Synchronized and Asynchronized waiting time.

As shown in Fig 1 and Fig 2, The compared results show that
the average waiting time with unsynchronized lights is 19.86
second. Whereas, the average waiting time with synchronized
lights is 11.00 second. The percentage improvement achieved
over unsynchronized system is 44.61 %.
6. CONCLUSION
In this paper, an efficient real time traffic control system was
developed. The Machine Learning System model appear to be
very encouraging. This proposed model shows noteworthy act
of enhancement related to a synchronized rush-hour traffic
lights within trial limits (power of computation, speed
selection at random time, simulator surroundings) under the
given norms. The synchronized system results in lower regular
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waiting time of the vehicles at the crossings and thus leading to
smoother movement of rush-hour traffic.
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